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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1950-“Great-grandpa, what I didn’t expect is the Ginger 
family’s grandmaster to be on Zenon’s side,” Cedar wondered. 

“Because of interest! Do you think that after we collapse, the Lightfoot family would get 
away scot-free? No way! Soon they would follow in our footsteps too.” 

“You mean… the Ginger family will take action against the Lightfoot family too? No way! 
They have such a good relationship.” Cedar was shocked. 

“Not only the Lightfoot family but also the other two. In the future, the top five trading 
companies in Star Kingdom will fall into the hands of the five major forces. As for the 
Saints Association, the moment Sid lost to Zenon, it already existed only in name. From 
now on, Star Kingdom’s structure will have the Palmore family as the head, followed by 
the other four.” 

“What about David and his master? There is a Sacred Saint among them!” Cedar 
asked. 

“They have been hiding for many years and they are too weak. They would only have a 
place in Star Kingdom if David were also a Sacred Saint, with two Sacred Saints in one 
sect. Otherwise, it will be difficult! After all, there is only so much interest in Star 
Kingdom, so no one wants two more people to split the profits with. There is also 
another possibility. That is, all the powerhouses who are hiding in the dark to recuperate 
show up and forming an alliance to get a share of some resources.” 

“Great-grandpa, I’ve always had a question about this.” 

“What is it? If I know, I will tell you.” 

“Why do I feel that the atmosphere of Star Kingdom has become tenser and tenser in 
recent years? Especially the forces who have a long history. They are even beginning to 
scramble for resources in secret. If the Saints 

Association hadn’t been suppressing them, Star Kingdom might have already been 
thrust into chaos long ago.” 

“This is because the golden age of Star Kingdom arrived thousands of years ago. Don’t 
you think that Star Kingdom has produced too many geniuses in these years? Every 
golden age will be accompanied by catastrophe, so that’s why everyone wants to 
protect themselves.” 

Valerio was still persuading Alba to leave with David so she could keep a little hope for 
the Fellowes family. 



At this time, he suddenly received news from the elders of the Fellowes family. 

They were asking him to send the direct descendants of the Fellowes family together 
with Alba to a safe place. 

“Alba, I was right. The family has already sent away some talented direct descendants. 
Come with me to meet the hopes of the Fellowes family,” Valerio said. 

“Grandpa Vai, how is the family doing now?” Alba asked. 

“Alas… The Fellowes Residence is being monitored by powerhouses sent by the 
Palmore family. They are only allowed to enter, but not to exit. I 

think they’re waiting for the elders of the Palmore family and Zenon, the head of the 
Saints Association, to appear. Only then will they take action against the family.” 

“The Palmore family has taken action so soon?” Alba exclaimed. 

“It’s more than that! I’m afraid they have already sent people into the Central Sacred 
Continent too. They’re just waiting for Zenon to become the head of the Saints 
Association. They will start to act after they take care of the hidden danger, which is the 
Saints Association.” 

“So, what should we do now?” Alba asked. 

“The family entrusted us with the task. We should help the geniuses sent by the family 
to find a place to hide so that they can continue some semblance of the family’s 
bloodline.” 

“Then let’s go!” Alba urged. 

The two left quickly together. 

After David’s breakthrough, he did not go out immediately. 

He raised his strength from late True Saint Rank to partial Pre-Deity Ran in one go, 
directly passing Sacred Saint Rank, which countless people could only dream of. This 
leap was pretty significant. 

Therefore, he still needed some time to get used to this. 

Otherwise, he might destroy the Central Sacred Continent if he did not control it well. 

While David was adapting to his new power… 

Boom! 



There was a loud noise. 

Immediately afterward, the ground started shaking. 

Then, David heard a loud laugh. 

“Haha! Alba, you b*tch, you never thought this day would come, right? You should ask 
my family if your family is allowed to send away the direct descendants in secret. Today 
is the day I will exterminate your entire 

bloodline and hope of the Fellowes family. I will now return the humiliation you showed 
me ten times over!” 
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